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Subject: Opposi&on to 'Clean Car" proposal
Date: Wednesday, April 12, 2023 at 10:10:43 AM Eastern Daylight Time
From: Pamela Connelly
To: HearingComments, DNREC (MailBox Resources)

I am wri(ng to oppose the proposed mandate regarding electric vehicles for a number of reasons:
The EV cars will be cost prohibi(ve for much of our popula(on for many years.  That is pu>ng an
unnecessary burden on those the state says the care about.
The electrical grid is already fragile.  Adding this volume of EVs to the system will do nothing but put us
at greater risk.
EVs are not “clean” – they use electricity, which is generated largely by coal.  How does this make
sense?
Replacing baHeries in EVs is an astronomical cost that most won’t be prepared for.  From what I
understand, you need to replace the baHery if you are in an accident, not just when they get old.
I have read that the risk of intense fires in accidents is also an increased risk.
Having EVs will require people to make upgrades to their home electrical system, which is yet another
cost.
The process of making the baHeries for the cars is anything but clean.  Mining the minerals is a
destruc(ve process.  And, most countries that are providing them are using child-labor and horrible
working condi(ons.
What will we do with all of the baHeries when they die?  Will we have huge “dumps” of toxic
baHeries?  Has this even been considered?
The vehicles are not prac(cal if you travel any distance due the frequency of charging needed and the
(me it takes.

 
Jumping on the bandwagon of EVs without considering all true long-term costs is irresponsible and short-
sighted.  The government’s approach should be a carrot, not a s(ck.  Offer tax incen(ves for people to make
the switch if you really think that is the best op(on.
 
Pamela Connelly
4628 Laura Dr
Wilmington, DE 19804


